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ABSTRACT
Full-scale measurement or validation of the various factors of train
running resistance is an essential step in decreasing train energy
consumption. Such a measurement capability would enable railroads to evaluate
the cost benefits of operational and train consist configuration changes, and
new vehicle and truck designs for decreasing aerodynamic drag and rolling
resistance. A decrease in the rolling resistance affects more than just a
decrease in energy consumption; it also will result in decreased mechanical
wear, hence less wheel and rail maintenance and replacement costs. A
demonstration of a simple coast-down technique (based on computer-reduction
of distance history) was accomplished using specially configured trains on
main line rail provided by the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Co.
This demonstration test shows that this distance-history coast-down
technique for trains is easy to execute in the field. The total running
resistance history was accurately determined and subsequently separated into
rolling resistance (mechanical friction) and aerodynamic drag. In addition,
considerable insight was gained on the nature of train running resistance
under a wide variety of operating conditions. It is clear that the
applicability of the long-standing Davis equation has certain limitations.
In many cases the running resistance comparisons of related train consists did
not follow normally used predictions. In addition, the effect of moderate
side-winds on the aerodynamic drag force was negligible although wind tunnel
results had predicted a significant effect.
iii
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FOREWORD
This final report is published as two separate volumes. This formal volume
summarizes the demonstration test, and an Appendix contains the many details
of the test, analysis and results. This two-volume approach is used because
it was believed that only a limited number of those interested in the
demonstration test would also be interested in all the details. Copies of
the A ppendix are available through JPL.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
To evaluate this distance-history coast--down technique, the Atcheson,
Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Co. (AT6SF) entered into a joint experimental
program: National Aeronautics and Space Administration Technology Utilization
Office (NASA TU) funded the Jet Propulsion Laboratory's (JPL) effort while the
AT6SF provided the track, trains, crews, and railway system measurements.
This report presents results of the exploratory test program that was run in
May 1983. The purpose of this test program was to demonstrate the application
of the coast-down technique to trains.
This report emphasizes those results that are, pertinent to evaluating
the application of this simple coast-down technique to trains. Also,
highlights of interesting features of the running resistances observed during
this test are included. The4e limited results are valid -)nly for the test
conditions, particular segment of test track, and the specific rolling stock
used. Generalizations from these results may not be appropriate.
A.	 NEED
1. Santa Fe Railway Co. (excerpted from Reference 1)
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Co. operates on a 12,500-mile
system of track, which extends from Chicago, Illinois, to the Gulf of New
Mexico and to the Pacific Coast at Los Angeles, California. The AT6SF owns
approximately 75,000 freight cars and 2,000 diesel electric locomotives, and
most of their activities involve the movement of freight. A limited amount of
passenger train service is operated by the AT6SF for Amtrak.
1
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Diesel fuel costs have gone from 320/gallon in 1976 to over $1/gallon in
33 for an increase of over 300% in seven years. Twenty-five percent of the
NSF operating costs are due to di -iel fuel (over 400 million gallons of fuel
per year at a cost of about $400 million). Even small percentage reductions
in this amount would result in significaut savings. In the last several
years, the AT&SF has taken many measures to aid in the conservation of diesel
fuel.
Fuel conservation techniques used include reduced train speed, train
handling improvements, equipment design, and improved track maintenance
standards. The AT&SF has determined that decreasing maximum operating speed
from 79 mph (127/km/h) to 70 mph (113 km/h) decreases fuel consumption 12%.
Tests also showed that further reduction of speed from 70 mph to 50 mph (80
km/h) resulted in a 22% savings in fuel. AT&SF currently operates many trains
at 70 mph. Consequently, the AT&SF is very interested in aerodynamic
equipment design, probably more so then a railroad that operates at 1 45 mph
(72 —km/h) top speed.
Because of the need to interchange freight cars among U.S. railroads,
individual pioneering in aerodynamic design., or other equipment design changes
has been limited in the past. Where specialty equipment can be justified,
considerable innovation has been made. The AT&SF ten —Pack unit train is a
good example of innovative design to reduce equipment weight and thereby
reduce fuel consumption.
The AT&SF has sponsored aerodynamic computer modeling of trains as well
as small —scale wind tunnel tests; however, both techniques have their
limitations and require real —world validation before results can be
incorporated into the operation. To date, the validation has been in the form
of fuel consumption testing with an accuracy of 2% to 5%, which is not
sufficient for validation. There is great interest in this coast —down method
2
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because of its accuracy, simplicity, and full-scale capability. This
technique offers promise for evaluating a variety of engineering considerations
including locomotive, car, and track design, as well as various operating
consider.tions including speed and train consist makeup. In today's changing
U.S. railroad climate, the speed at which trains move, as well as the economic
analysis of these speeds, is quite vital to the AT&SF.
2. General
The U.S. railroads have an annual operating budget on the order of $25
billion. A significant portion of it is due to items related to the running
resistance of trains. For example, the fuel costs are about 16Z of the
operating budget with the costs (material plus labor) of wheel and rail
maintenance and replacement of the same magnitude.
Overcoming running resistance (rolling resistance and aerodynamic drag)
requires a significant portion of the diesel fuel that is used. The wear on
the wheels and rails is directly related to the rolling resistance (mechanical
friction). A decrease in the running resistance will have a significant
impact upon fuel costs. A decrease in the rolling resistance will have a
significant impact upon wheel and rail maintenance and replacement costs.
The first step in decreasing the running resistance is to quantify it
and separate it into its two components, rolling resistance and aerodynamic
drag. Then it is necessary to develop an understanding of running resistance
before determining approaches to decrease it. Finally, an economic analysis
must be carried out to evaluate P11 of the various costs. This analysis must
be based on a realistic assessment of the effect of any change on running
resistance, the implementation cost of the change, and its impact on total
operating costs. Only then can realistic overall economic and operational
assessments be made on the viability of any proposed change.
3
The capability of quantifying the actual running resistance is required
a number of times during this described process for decreasing operational
costs to: 1) determine the current impact of running resistance upon costs,
2) relate the rolling resistance to wheel and rail wear, 3) develop the
approach(es) to decrease running resistance, and 4) quantify experimentally
(full.-scale) the resulting change in running resistance for any approach
being considered.
A key item in reducing operating costs by decreasing running resistance
is the capability of accurately quantifying the running resistance and
separating it intj its components of rolling resistance and aerodynamic drag.
This capability appears to be available. It is the distance-history
coast-down technique. The field tests are simple to carry out; they are far
easier and more accurate than any of the techniques currently employed.
B.	 PRESENT KNOWLEDGE
The present knowledge of train running resistance is based upon the work
of Davis (Reference 2) published in 1926. It summarized the available
information from measurements of running resistance (typified by Reference 3
as well as laboratory tests of train bearing resistance). The measurement
techniques were primarily drawbar which has considerable inherent noise due to
the unsteady mass effects of a moving train. Consequently, considerable
judgment had to be used in order to transform the available information into a
useable form to predict running resistance. A quadratic equation of the form
R - A+BV+CV 2 was selected. It has been updated a number of times, Reference 4
being a mzjor example. Since then no significant improvements in accuracy
have been made in the measurement of train running resistance that would permit
one to observe the micro-characteristics of this train force composed of both
rolling resistance (mechanical friction) and aerod ynamic drag.
!•
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Improvements have been made in ease of data acquisition* and analysis
and modification c` the coefficients (A,B,C) of the Davis equation for
particular operational approaches and conditions. In spite, or pussibly
because of, the various individual "improvements" in the coefficients of the
Davis equation, the use of the various modified versions of the Davis equation
can lead to a rather wide divergence in the prediction of train running
resistance (Reference 6).
It is clear that a better understanding of the characteristics of train
running resistance is necessary in order to explain the observed phenomena and
discrepancies. Substantial improvement over current practices would be
required in the measurement of running resistance. With the adoption of
aerospace technology (flight vehicle trajectory analysis coupled with the use
of the modern large, high-speed computer), it is now practical to determine
the micro-characteristics of running resistance and separate it into rolling
resistance and aerodynamic drag. Furthermore, it can be done while
significantly reducing the complexity of the field testing.
I
k* For example, a recently developed coast-down technique used by the French
railroads (Reference 5) utilizes a gravity-pendulum accelerometer.
r+	 5
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sSECTION II
DESCRIPTION OF TEST TECHNIQUE
A.	 BACKGROUND
The coast-down technique for ground vehicles is an outgrowth of
ballistic range (Reference 7) and wind tunnel free-flight (Reference 8) tests
in which drag, lift, pitching moment, dynamic damping, and motion dynamics of
spinning models can be accurately determined from motion history of
aerodynamic models. The coast-down technique was originally adapted to
automobiles (References 9 and 10) under ideal (non-realistic) conditions
(constant rolling resistance, no grade, no wind) measuring speed directly as a
function of time. Later, the technique was broadened to include the effects
o_ non-constant grades, and varying rolling resistance and wind with the
observed test measurements being distance and time rather than speed and time
(Reference 11). It is far easier (and much less costly) to measure distance	 j
s
and time to the required accuracy than a direct measurement of speed. The
approach of Reference 11 (described in more detail in Reference 12) forms the
basis of the technique applied to trains. It was expanded to include the
effects of distributed mass of a train along a surveyed railbed.
This simple coast-down technique used for the studies contained in this
report introduces no confusing, accuracy -degrading noise that would be
introduced by force measurement devices. Both time and distance (elevation as
well as longitudinal) can be easily measured to a degree of accuracy in excess
of that necessary. Once that has been accomplished, any variations in the
observed data are due to real variations in the running resis tance forces
themselves and not to superfluous factors such as unwanted inertia effects due
to the mass and/or jerking of the trains, or instrumentation noise.
I
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B. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The distance history of a train coasting on a near-level
guideway is obtained. This experimental distance history is converted to an
accurate speed history which in turn is "matched" by a computer simulation
(integratirg the "force equals mass times acceleration" equation) of the
coasting vehicle using various values of A, B, and C of the general resistance
equation:
Running Resistance Force - A + BV + CV  + f(V)
where V is the speed of the vehicle. The best matches of the simulated
histories to the observed history identify the appropriate values of A, B, and
C. The term f(V) may be included in order to account for any non-linearity in
the rolling resistance (A+BV) contribution to the running resistance. The
characteristic of f(V) can be determined from the observed total running
resistance history which is based upon the energy loss as determined from the
roadbed elevation and inferred speed history
C.	 INSTRUMENTATION
The distance history was obtained in a very easy-to-implement manner for
this train coast-down dei:onstration test. Reflective targets were located on
the ties (Figure 1) every 1200 ft (336 m) along a 5-mile (8-km) segment of
AT&SF main line track. The time of passage of the train over each of the
reflective targets was initiated by a special collimated infra-red light
transmitter-receiver sensor located on the rear step cf the locomotive about
13 in. (33 cm) above the target (Figure 2). The pulse generated by the
reflection of the light to the receiver was recorded by a small computer with
an internal clock (Figure 3). On occasion similar distance history data were
simultaneously obtained using a lap-timer stop-watch. Relative wind was
recorded on the test car (see Figure 4 for recorder and inset of Figure 5 for
8
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mannemometer); absolute wind was recorded beside the track at Pomona, Kansas,
near the middle of the test track segment O igure 5).
D.	 TEST TRACK
The test segment of track was in the immediate vicinity of Pomona,
Kansas (near Topeka where the AT&SF Technical Research and Development
facilities are located). This five-mile long segment of tangent (straight)
track was nearly level: the greatest grade was less than 0.25%, and the
average grade was about 0.05%, resulting in an elevation difference of 14.6 ft
(4.5 m). Photographs in Figure 6 are indicative of the track and surroundings
along the entire test segment of track. This portion of track wbs accurately
surveyed every 200 ft (61 m) for elevation. This elevation information was
converted to a series of 14 constant grade sections (Figure 7) for test
planning and some of the analysis. For determination of the running
resistance history, the complete survey information was used. Details of the
test segment of track are presented in Appendix A.
E •
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SECTION III
THE TEST
A. TRAIN CONSISTS
A number of train consists were selected that would yield running
resistance information which could be used to evaluate the applications of
this simple coast-down technique to trains (Figure 8). The Base train consist
was made up of a locomotive, the AT&SF test car, four box cars, four flat
cars, and a caboose (Figure 9a). The High-Drag train consist alternated the
same box cars and flat cars (Figure 9b). One Heavy train consist was made up
of loaded box and flat care (see inset of Figure 9a) similar to those of the
Base train with about 50 tons of load each (45.5 tonnes). A shorter pair of train
consists was formed by deleting the flat cars from the Base and Heavy train
consists and designated Box and Heavy box, respectively. Finally, the
locomotive was run by itself, both forward and backward.
All individual care of the train consists, as well as the locomotive,
were accurately Neighed (to within one percent) and their respective
rotational inertias were estimated. Estimates were made of the use of
consumables by the locomotive to correct for its weight loss on a run-by-run
basis. Further information on the train consists (test consists and the two
revenue freight trains) tested as well as the individual cars is presented in
Appendix B.
B. WEATHER
Ideally, clear and windless conditions were desired for all runs of the
test. Fortunately, such conditions were obtained for a number of the runs in
which the wind was nearly zero [0 to 3 mph (0 to 5 km/h)j. Moderate winds
(mostly crosswinds of 3 to 12 mph) (5 to 20 km/h) existed for many of the
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runs. Also it rained lightly during several runs and just before (but not
during) several other runs. And one run had rain during only the first half.
T,ie temperature range was 43 to 820F (6 to 280C).
C.	 RECORDED DATA
The pricary data obtained were the times that the train passed over each
reflective target (the targets were on 1200-ft spacings). Usually this was
done using the sensor. However, on many of the runs the times were also
obtained using a lap-time:- stop-watch (keying on the numbered posts - see
Figure 6) in order to compare the two types of data acquisition. Details of
the comparison and consequences appear iu Appendix C. On several occasions
when the sensor data were not obtained, use was made of the stop-watch data.
Also, the stop-watch timing was the only data obtained for the locomotive
alone and the two revenue freight train runs.
The weather conditions were recorded (cloud cover, rain, temperature).
Wind speed and direction were continuously measured. Comparisons were good of
the relative and absolute wind anemometer readings when the train was stopped
at Pomona. For the most part, the Pomona data, adjusted for the test car
relative wind measurements, were used to quantify the wind.
In all, thirty-two runs were made. They are tabulated in the Run
Index (able 1) along with key conditions. The data for Runs 2, 4 and 28 were
not reduced at all. In Runs 2 and 4 there were too few data stations passed
at low initial coasting speeds; in Run 28 the data was not felt to be as
useful due to the intentional addition of a slight amount of normal train
breaking. Runs 15, B and C were reduced only for the running resistance
history (see Appendix D); they were not reduced to separate out the rolling
resistance and aerodynamic drag; in Run 15 this was due to few data points; in
Runs B and C it was due to the complexity caused by the long length of
12
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D.	 DATA REDUCTIOP.	 .'
Distance history data (such as shown in Figure 10) were obtained for
each run. These data, in turn, were used to infer the speed history (Figure
IN
11) by a technique of corrective curve fitting (described in Reference 12).
Two basic force-energy equations were used in the data reduction process. A
flow diagram of the complete data reduction procedure is shown in Figure 12.
1. Running Resistance History
The running resistance history was calculated in order to determine the
micro-characteristics of the total running resistance and the estimate of the 	 'F,
i
rolling resistance by assuming an appropriate aerodynamic drag coefficient
I
(see Table 2). For the calculation of the total running resistance and an
i
estimation of the rolling resistance, Equation 1 (based upon potential and
kinetic energies) was applied to each 1200-ft leg of the five-mile test
segment of track. Distributed mass of the train consist along with the 	 i
surveyed elevations every 200 feet were used.	 i
U6eful information as to the total running resistance can be obtained
even if the actual surveyed elevations are used with no correction for
distributed mass and with the average speeds based directly upon the observed
el.dpsed times rather than the computer-determined accurate speed at each data
station. See Appendix Cl for an example. However, this is true only for the
short train consists (12 elements or less), as the elevation correction can be
several feet even on this near-level test segment of track for a typical
revenue freight train, i.e.. Runs B and C. Incorporating distributed mass and
accurate inferred speeds gives running resistance history data of high quality
(accuracy). The primary equation used is:
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as
Stn	 Direction of
n	
Coasting
Stn
n+l
	
CRR	 2gs S (Vn-Vn+l + S ^H) - 4W CD (Vn+Vn+1)
	
(1)
CTotal	 CAero
CAero	 = aerodynamic drag force divided by consist weight
CRR	 - rolling (mechanical friction) resistance force divided by consist
weight (Dr lbs resistance per lb of consist weight)
= CRO + CRN Vmph
CTotal	 - total running resistance force divided by consist weight
= 
CPR + CAero (Dimensionless coefficients)
g	 -	 Gravitational acceleration - 32.16 ft/sect
	
_	 Rotational kinetic energy
1 +
	
	
1.07 to 1.20
Translational kinetic: energy 
S	 -	 distance between consecutive data stations
A H	 M	 change in elevation correzted for effects of distributed mass
(sign of QH term is negative for rise during coasting)
Vn	-	 train speed (ft/sec) at Stn "n"
A	 -	 area (reference)... assumed to be 100 ft 2 (even for locomotive
which is 145 ft2
P	 -	 air density - 0.002378 slugs/ft 3 (Standard'sea level conditions)
W	 =	 weight of train consist in lbs
CD	=	 aero drag coefficient (C D • 2 to 4 for test consists; around 10
for freights). The value of C D is estimated, at least for the
first iteration of data reduction
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2. Rolling Resistance and Aerodynamic Drag
In order to separate the running resistance into its components of
rolling resistance ( including the level as well as the rate of change) and
aerodynamic drag, Equation 2 (based upon Newton's force equals mass times
acceleration) was used. Simulations were run to match the experimental speed
history data. The simulations providing the best matches identify the appro-
priate values of the constant term CRO and the linear velocity-term, CRN of
the rolling resistance and the aerodynamic drag velocity-squared term, CD
(see cable 3 for an example). Details on the process are in Reference 12. The
primary equation used is:
-mdt a ( mg cos 9-L) CRR +mg sin6 +^P(V-U) 2 C DA	 (2a)
The term on the left -hand side of the equation is the mass times the
acceleration. The first term on the right-hand side of the equation is the
rolling resistance force where the vehicle weight is decreased by the
aerodynamic lift; the second term accounts for the effect of a grade; the
third term is the aerodynamic drag force in which the wind direction is along
the vehicle ' s direction of travel. For railroad track grade, cos 9 - 1 and
	 f
sin 9 - 9. For trains assume L - 0. By letting B - 1 +6 m /m, we get:
dt - -	 m a	 2	 dV	 (2a)
(mg + OCRR + ^ p (V - U) C D A
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The nomenclature used in this program is as follows:
U	 m + pm
m	 mass of vehicle (slugs)
am	 effective increase in decelerating mass of vehicle to account for
rotational kinetic energy in wheels and drive train
V	 velocity of vehicle in mph, except ft/sec for Equations 1 and 2
t	 time (sec)
g	 gravitational acceleration - 32.16 ft/sect
0	 grade (positive indicates uphill); ft rise per ft of horizontal
distance
CRR	 dimensionless rolling resistance coefficient in lbs/lb of weight of
train consist
P	 air density (0.002378 slugs/ft 2 at standard sea level conditions)
U	 wind velocity--either headwind or tailwind (positive indicates
tailwind) (mph)
Drag
C D	aerodynamic drag coefficient	 (1bs)
^P(V — U)2A
A	 reference area of vehicle 	 (100 ft  for this report)
S	 distance vehicle traveled where dS - Vdt (ft)
E
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For a typical ground vehicle the aerodynamic drag coefficient (C D ) is
independent of velocity, especially for speeds above 20 mph. The rolling
resistance ( CRR ) is not constant, and need not be assumed to be so in order
to solve for the aerodynamic drag ( CD ). For the usual coast-down test the grade
should be below ^ %. Since neither the grade nor the wind is likely to be
constant, each run should be reduced separately; they should not be combined
and averaged prior to data reduction ( the averaging process degrades the data
quality). Both A and U can be complicated functions of the speed, time or
distance. The effect of a head or tail wind can be accounted for by putting
in the proper relation for U. If the effective side wind is significant, CD
can also be made to vary to account for the wind angle. For example,
CD - CD	[1 + fnc(V)I.
0
The rolling resistance coefficient is of the for-n:
CRR 0 CRO+ C
RN x fnc (speed in mph) 	
i
For the case when C RR is assumed to be constant, C RN - 0. The function of
speed can be as complicated as one wants it to be. However, it cannot be
simply a V2 term unless CRN is fixed (known or assumed) because it is in
the same form as the aerodynamic drag [fnc (V2)].
Originally the data of each individual run was reduced in several
discrete groups of data stations ( see Figure 7) for the RRCDRR program. No
definite effects of the position along the track were noticed and, the group
containing virtually all of the data stations ( Group 2) gave the best
consistency. Therefore the final data reduction utilized only a single group
containing A ll stations at which good data appeared to be obtained.
The RRCDRR computer program solutions utilized the 14-segment grade
schedule and the point mass assumption for the train consist. However, since
a correction was made in the RRDELV LV solutions for distributed mass, the
resulting RRCDRR solution for C D , CRG and CRN is effectively for
17	
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distributed mass train consists. This procedure is necessary in order to
reduce computer time by a factor of 3-4. This Z^V correction procedure was
not applied to the long revenue freight consists. Therefore Runs B and C were
not reduced in the RRCDRR program to determine the best triad values of CD,
CRO , and CRN.	 1
3. Test Accuracy Requirements
Now that the data reduction equations have been described, it would be
appropriate to discuss the requirements for test accuracy. Althoigh previous
experience with Equation 2 dictates accuracy requirements (and they are quite
stringent in order to permit separation of the rolling resistance from the
aerodynamic drag), it is easier to describe the accuracy requirements by using
Equation 1. Conditions and results of the Base train consist (Run 7-uphill)
are used for the following analysis. The basic data are as follows:
Consist weight:	 1,020,663 lbs
Beta (rotational energy factor) 	 1.119
Aerodynamic drag coefficient 	 CL ^ 2.8
Data .tation spacing	 1200 ft
Example Station Pairs: Vn Vn+l hef(mph) ( 
23-22 59.690 57.872 0.423
13-12 40.913 39.103 0.132
2-1 16.628 13.325 0.537
* Actual elevation differences have been corrected fcr distributed mass
of each train consist as per surveyed elevation changes.
18
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Beta-1	 10%
Speed*	 0.01 mph
Elev. Diff.	 0.03 in/100 ft.
23-22
0
0.62)
1.19
(1.94)
1.19
(1.93)
0.40
(0.65
EFFECT ON CTOTAL (X)
13-12
(Station Pairs)
0
(0.34)
1.15
(1.51)
1.16
(1.58)
0.57
(0.77)
2-1
0
(0.04)
1.34
(1.39)
0.72
(0.81)
0.96
(1.02)
CD	5%	 0	 0	 0
(3.24)	 (1.77)	 (0.32)
(	 ) are for CRR
The speed accuracy requirements dictate the following requirements on
time and distance: A 0.005 mph accuracy in speed infers a timing accuracy of
0.0025 sec (at 40 mph over a 1200 ft timing distance) and a corresponding
distance accuracy of 3.6 in. per 1?n0 ft (0.3 in. per 100 ft of surveyed
length). The resulting accuracy requirements are as follows:
Track survey: + 0.25 in. longitudinal distance per
100 ft of length
+ 0.03 in. elevation per 100 ft of length
Reflective target spacii:g: + 3 in (every 1200 ft)
Speed determination: + 0.005 mph
Time determination: + 0.0025 sec
Consist conditions: + 1% in weight
+ 10% in rotF-'io:ial kinetic energy
F	 —
f	 All of the above accuracies were met. Consequently, calculated values
F	 of the total running resistance (CTotal) are valid to within two percent
r
(with faired curves within one percent) with an error in rolling resistance
F
(C RR ) of less than five percent.
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SECTION IV
RESULTS
A.	 RUNNING RESISTANCE
The accurate determination of speed along with elevation change makes it
practical to calculate the history of the total running resistance, the
average resistive forces (mathematically excluding gravity) along each leg
(between consecutive stations of the test segment of track). Complete
tabulation of all runs are in Appendix E along with plotted results. An
example of such a history is shown in Figure 13 for the Base train consist for
two speed ranges. This good overlapping of the two speed ranges of data is
quite typical. There is virtually no data scatter within an individual run.
This station-by-station analysis is a very important step for under-
standing the characteristics and nature of the observed data and the solution
of the computer simula.ion match of the entire experimental distance history
data for obtaining the rolling resistance and aerodynamic drag coefficients. The
variations in the rolling resistance, such as deviations from linear, can be
used in the best-fit data reduction to obtain more realistic solutions for the
characteristics of aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance.
Additional information on this running resistance history data reduction
and analysis is in Appendix C. It can be seen that the approximate data
reduction approach (point-mass assumption and average speed between
consecutive data stations) can yield information almost as useful as the
highly accurate data reduction results of Appendix E. Also, the use of hand
timing is shown o give a good general history information but is not
adequate to quantify characteristics such as the oscillation. In fact, from
the hand timing plots it would appear that there is just considerable data
I
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scatter rather than the actual oscillatory characteristic of the total running
resistance history (see Appendix C).
B. ROLLING RESISTANCE AND AERODi;iAMIC DRAG
The running resistance was separated into its two components, rolling
resistance and aerodynamic drag. A summary of the rolling resistance and
aerodynamic drag coefficients determined for the various train consists tested
is presented in Table 4 and Figure 14. They are based upon reasonable
engineering interpretations of the best-fit triads (CD' CRO' CRN of
Appendix E as summarized in Table 5.)
	
Data with high root-mean-square (RMS)
values (which indicate a poor fit of si-ulated histories with the observed
histories) were omitted from the averaging process. Also, less credence was
given to the drag coefficient for the lower speed range runs.
The effect of the lower quality of hand-timed data upon the separation
of running resistance from aerodynamic drag was investigated for Run 22.
There was essentially no effect upon the best triads (see Appendix C).
Therefore, it was assumed that virtually the same aata reduction results
(using the RRCDRR computer program) existed for the runs for which only
stop-watch times were obtained (Runs 18, 19, 21, 23, 29, 30) as for the
sensor-timed runs.
Detailed discussions on the inferred rolling resistance and aerodynamic
drag appear in the following subsections on validation and observations. It
is believed that the resulting values of C D and CRR (CRO + CRN V) are
good to within 5%; the individual values of C RO and CRN are probably good
to about 0.00015 and 0.000005, respectively.
C. TECHNIQUE VALIDATION
Examination of the results shown in Figure 14 indicates many consis-
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tencies and several apparent inconsistencies in the resulting aerodynamic drag
and the rolling resistance. All of the aerodynamic drag coefficients are of
reasonable magnitudes and are consistent with each other. The apparent
inconsistencies in the rolling resistances are discussed in the following
subsection on observations on running resistance.
The aerodynamic drag coefficients for the two Bcx-Cara-Only train
consists differ less than 4% (they should be the same since the types of box
cars were the same) while the rolling resistance coefficients differ. The
aerodynamic drag coefficient for the High-Drag train consist is significantly
higher than that for the Base consist. The value of aerodynamic drag
coefficient for the Box-Cars-Only train consist is appropriately less than for
the Base train consist. The aerodynamic drag of the locomotive alone is
greater forward than backward (consistent with wind tunnel results of
Reference 14), while the rolling resistance is the same in either direction.
Figure 15 shows the relationships of run pairs which ideally should be
consistent: repeat runs, up versus down direction of travel and runs with
overlapping speed ranges. When consideration is given for the oscillating
characteristic of the running resistance, the data of each pair of runs is
self-consistent.
The negligible scatter of the total running resistance histories (see
typical examples in Figures 13 and 15), the excellent comparison of the run
pairs (Figure 15), the consistencies of the aerodynamic results and the
locomotive-alone rolling resistance (Table 4), and the accuracy analysis all
substantiate the validity of this coast-down technique; it can be used to
determine highly accurate values of the total running resistance and then,
with reasonable accuracy, separate it into its components of rolling
resistance and aerodynamic drag.
23
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D.	 OBSERVATIONS ON RUNNING RESISTANCE
Although the objective of this demonstration test was to confirm that
this coast-down technique was applicable to trains, several interesting
aspects of train running resistance were observed. Some of the observations
conform to general expectations which this test quantified. However, a number
of the observations are in direct opposition to what was expected. The
discussion of these observations will be focused on the results. When
appropriate, some comment will be included on the rationale. Detailed
analyses of these observations were not carried out since it is beyond the
present scope of this study.
1. Ra in
Some light rain occurred while the tests were being conducted. Rather
than temporarily halt the tests until the rain ceased, the test was carried
out during the occasional periods of rain and just after the rain stopped. As
expected, the rain tended to decrease the running resistance. This is shown
quite definitely for the locomotive alone (Figure 16a), but somewhat less
definite for the Heavy Box consist (Figure 16b). The effect of rain on the
Hi-Drag configuration appears to be unclear (Figure 16c). Although these
three comparisons are for the total running resistance, they relate directly
to the rolling resistance (mechanical friction) if one assumes that the
aerodynamic drag is unaffected by rain. If it is affected, it would probably
be increased by the rain, hence result in a definite decrease in the rolling
resistance with rain even for the Hi-Drag consist. The wet track (gust after
the rain stopped) did not appear to decrease the rolling resistance. This may
be due to the "wiping action" of the first wheels, hence the track was
essentially dry for the rest of the wheels.
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2. Truck Hunting
Originally the Base configuration was to include five flat cars and four
box cars along with the locomotive, test car, and caboose. But, due to the
excessive hunting displayed by the trucks of one of the flat cars, it was
deleted from the Base configuration after Run 4. A comparison of the total
running resistance with and without the flat car yields information on the
increase in rolling resistance due to the excessive truck hunting (Figure 17 and
Table 4).
3. Car Arrangement
The original purpose of the Hi Drag configuration (composed of alternating
the identical box and flat cars of the Base consist) was to greatly increase
the aerodynamic drag without affecting the rolling resistance. However, the
total running resistance was abou t_ the same for these two consists (Figure 18)
in spite of the 32% increase in aerodynamic drag (from C D = 2.8 to 3.7, ... from
Table 4). Therefore, the rolling resistance had to have decreased accordingly,
and is shown to have done so in Table 4. A possible explanation is that the
box cars had anti-hunting trucks (constant contact resilient side bearings) while
those of the flat cars did not. When the flat cars were in a group, the hunting
of each car tended to increase that of the adjacent flat car(s). However, when i
the box and flat cars were alternated, the box cars tended to stabilize the flat
cars, hence diminishing the hunting of the flat cars' trucks.
4. Consist Orientation
	 In
a. Locomotive
The locomotive-alone was run backward (reverse) as well as forward. The
total running resistance was significantly lower for backward than for forward
orientation (Figure 19a). The decrease is due entirely to the aerodynamic
drag difference as the rolling resistance was the same. The decrease of some
25
35% in aerodynamic drag (from CD n 1.4 to 0.9 ... from Table 4) corresponds
favorably to expectations based upon wind tunnel tests conducted by EMD
(Reference 14) shortly before this demonstration test.
It is interesting to note that the CRR values of the locomotive alone
are much higher than those of the Heavy Box consist (see Table 4 or Figure
14). Free-wheeling tests of the locomotive truck performed subsequently
indicate that the difference is about the same as gear box and motor winaage
losses.
b. Base Configuration
The increase in total running resistance with increasing speed for the
Base consist is greater for coasting backward than forward (Figure 19b); and
the aerodynamic drag, as expected, is slightly less (see Table 4). It is not
clear why the rolling resistance slope (which relates quite closely to the
total running resistance since the aerodynamic drags are nearly the same) is
greater for the consist coasting backward. Perhaps the hunting of the trucks
of the flat cars is accentuated by being "pushed" by the other cars than when
being "pulled". This "pushed/pulled" assumption is due to the inference that
the effective rolling resistance force of the flat cars is greater than that
of the rest of the consist.
5. Train Consist Weight
Two basic configurations were run with the flat cars and/or box cars,
all empty or all loaded (about 45-5 0 tons of wheelsets per car). For speeds
above 45 mph, the total running resistance of the Box Car consist is about the
same whether loaded or empty (Figure 20a). This implies that the rolling
resistance force was unaffected since the aerodynamic drag was essentially
unchanged. The same is true for the Base consist (having flat cars as well as
box cars), and for the entire speed range investigated (Figure 20b). This
26
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negligible effect, if any, of axle weight upon rolling resistance is in direct
contradiction to normal predictions based upon the Davis equation
(Reference 2). The added weight may stabilize truck hunting enough to
compensate for the expected effect of increased axle weight.
6. Side Wind
The winds encountered during this test were primarily cross-winds
(perpendicular to the track direction) from virtually zero up to about 12
mph. No effects of these winds were noticed on the aerodynamic drag of the
Base and the Hi-Drag consists which were run in "the higher" side winds (7-10
mph) as well as during periods of low wind (2 mph). Since the total running
resistance data are essentially unaffected by the presence of the side winds
(Figure 21), one can infer that the aerodynamic drag is not significantly
affected by side winds up to 10 mph; it is unlikely that the rolling
resistance would decrease correspondingly with a side force on the train which
would tend to force the flanges against the far rail. This observed absence
of any effect of the side wind on aerodynamic drag is contrary to the results
of wind tunnel tests on small scale and short train consists (Reference 15);
the larger side winds encountered should have nearly doubled the aerodynamic
drag force at 50 mph train speeds (details in Appendix F). Since the
estimated aerodynamic drag force is about one-third of the total observed
running resistance (Figure 13), a near-doubling of the aerodynamic drag would
have prevented the good comparisons of the results previously discussed.
Another observation of the effects of side winds on the aerodynamic crag
was made during the first iteration of data reduction. The wind tunnel
aerodynamic drag effect was included. However, this gave very poor matching
of the experimental time-distance data; i.e, the RMS was much higher because
the force model was incorrect. Ignoring the wind tunnel predicted effect
greatly improved the data reduction results. It is interesting to note that
27
engineers driving trains report no effect of cross-winds (up to 15 mph) on the
steady-state pull-load of the train (Reference 13).
C
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tSECTION V
SUMMARY
A demonstration of this simple coast-down technique was carried out by
JPL (sponsored by NASA) in conjunction with AT&SF, which operated specially
configured trains on a portion of their main line rail. The technique is based
upon accurate time-distance measurements of a coasting train over a surveyed
segment of near-level track. The speed history, derived accurately from the
distance history, is then matched by a computer simulating each experimental
run in order to determine the appropriate coefficients of a quadratic equation
(constant term, velocity term, and the velocity-squared term).
For the demonstration carried out, time measurements of the coasting
train were made every 1200 ft for a five mile length of straight track having
an average grade of about 0.05%. Tests were run in both directions, starting
at 45-70 mph. Several carefully weighed train consists were used: a GP-50
locomotive, the AT&SF test car, a caboose, and four box cars followed by
four flat cars; the same types of cars, each loaded with 45-50 tons of wheelsets
to alter the rolling resistance with a minor effect on the aerodynamic
drag; the box cars only, both empty and loaded; and, finally, the locomotive
by itself. The locomotive used in the tests was the type previously scale
tested in a large wind tunnel by the locomotive manufacturer.
This demonstration test shows that this coast-down technique for trains
is easy to prepare for and execute. The total running resistance history was
accurately measured and successfully separated into rolling resistance
(mechanical friction) and aerodynamic drag. Constants (A, B, and C) in the
quadratic train running resistance equation (A + BV + CV  where V is the
train speed) were determined for a n ­:mber of related train consists. In
1•
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addition, the osciliatory term for rolling resistance can also be determined,
e.g., it was for the Base Consist of Run 26.
Full-scale measurement and validation of the various factors of train
running resistance are essential capabilities in reducing train energy
consumption and wheel rail wear. Such capabilities would enable railroads to
evaluate the cost benefits of operational and consist configuration changes
and new vehicle and truck designs that reduce aerodynamic drag and rolling
resistance. The reduction in rolling resistance not only can result in
significant decrease in fuel consumption, but also in a substantial decrease
in track and wheel wear and subsaquent replacement. Up to now it has not been
possible for railroads to accurately measure the total running resistance of
trains and to quantify separately the rolling resistance and aerodynamic
drag. With the development of large, high-speed computers, it is now
practical to carry out field teats in a simple manner in order to determine
total running resistance and then quantify the aerodynamic drag and
rolling resistance.
30
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NOMENCLATURE
A Reference area used for reducing aerodynamic drag force to a
dimensionless coefficient for aerodynamic drag.	 A	 100 ft 
2 
waa
used throughout even for the locomotive-alone which has a frontal
area of 145 ft 2
AT&SY Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Co.
C 
D
Aerodyamic drag coefficient 	 (dimensionless)
C	 Aerodvamic drag force Obs)
D
v 
2 
A
C
RO
Mathematical intercept of rolling resistance coefficient C 	 at
RR
zero speed.	 It must not be taken to be the physical vilue at
near-zero speeds
C 
RN
Slope of the rolling resistance coefficient C RR
C RR rimensionless rolling resistance coefficient - C RO + C RN V + 1:0)
for speed ranges above 20 mph
	 (V in mph).
	 For data reduction in this
report	 f(V) set to zero	 (in lbs/lb).
C 
Total Total running resistance coefficient
C	 +	 Aerodynamic drag force	 (lbs)
RR W
C C 
RR or C Total
f(V) Oscillatory term in C 
RR 
vw. V (aFsumed to be zero for general data
reduction of this report)
H Time at -ach data station obtained by handtiming with stop-watch
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory
leg The distance between successive data stations - 1200 ft.
MP Milepost - distatice markers along rail bed
Rev Reverse direction (consist coasted backwards)
RMS Root-mean-square	 (sec).	 measure used to	 indicate quality of
C 
D' 
C 
RO' C RN 
of compute r reduction of experim:-ntal data
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NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
RR	 Rolling resistance - WC RR(lbs)
S	 Time at each data station obtained with sensor system
V	 Train speed (mph)
W	 Weight of train consist (lbs)
S	 1 + Rotational kinetic energy
Transverse kinetic energy
P	 Air density (0.002378 slugs/ft 3 for standard conditions)
Relation of Davis Equation to C 
Total- 
of this Report
(for example, use a locomotive weighing 130 tons)
Davis (Typical for lead locomotive + base drag)
RD(lb/ton) = 1.3 + 29 + 0.03V + 0.0024AV 2
 + 0_000lAV2
w	 wn	 wn
where w - average weight per axle (tons)
n = number of axles
RD(lb/ton )' - 2.19 + 0.030Vm
p
h + 0.09279V 2 
m Ph
for A - 145 ft 2 and n - 4
JPL (This report - locomotive alone)
RJ(lb)
	 CROW lb + CRN Wlb Vmph + 2 P Vfps CDA
C WW V	 1.076 PV	 C A
R (lb/ton)	 RO lb + CRN 
lb 
mph +	 mp D
J	
wn
RJ	
mph	 mph
(for CRO = 0.0016; CRN s 0.000021; C 
D 
A - 1.4 x 100)
Note: A generic form of all above equations is A+BV+CV2
to
34
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NUMERICAL CONVERSIONS
in	 = 2.54 cm
ft	 = 0.3043 m
mile	 = 1.609 km
mph	 = 1.609 km/hr
lb	 = 0.454 kg
ton 2000 lbs = 907 kg
gallon	 = 3.785	 liters
I
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TABLE 4
AT&SF COAST-DOWN TESTS
SUMMARY OF FINAL RESULTS
CONSIST SPEED WEIGHT RMS CD CRO CRN CRR* ROLLING* NBR OF**
CONFIG. RANGE (tons) (sec) x105 x10 7 x105 RESIST. RUNS
(tons) DATA
BASED ON
BASE 60-16 507 2.2 2.8 130 480 274-418 1.39-2.12 5	 /9
BASE-Rev 39-19 536 1.9 2.6 -37 1210 326-689 1.75-3.69 1	 /1
BASE' 52-10 536 2.1 3.0 195 480 339-483 1.82-2.59 2	 /2
HI DRAG 59-21 507 3.7 3.7 110 320 206-302 1.04-1.53 3 /4
BOX 60-37 407 1.4 2.3 -6 413 118 -242 0.48-0.98 1	 /2
HEAVY 69-33 578 0.7 2.2 105 130 144-183 0.83-1.06 2	 /2
BOX
HEAVY 69-48 906 3.0 2.6 50 350 155-260 1.40-2.36 2	 /5
LOCOM. 65-11 130 1.7 1.4 160 210 223-286 0.29-0.37 3	 /3
LOCO-Rev 65-33 130 1.0 0.9 160 210 223-286 0.29-0.37 1	 /1
RUN 26
	 59-29	 504	 3.43 3.12 110
	 380
(BASE)
	
59-29	 504	 0.74 2.80 150	 360
*	 Smaller number is at 30 mph; larger is at 60 mph (C:
** Number preceding slash is number of runs data based
slash is total number of runs made of that consist
C RR`C RO+C RNV
C WCRO+CRNV+f(V)
ZR in lbs/lb)
on; number following
16 40 -A -- ,W-j - _: -7- -
	
-	 -
BASE-Rev 6
6
[ Assumed Values	 1.9	 1.9	 -37	 121
39-19
39-19
39-191
1521 1-10 1.95 2.56 -40
405 1-9 1.95 2.71 -34
122
119
WNW
r
ORIGINAL PA!-[.:;9
• TABLE 5 OF POOR QUALITY
RRCDRR SOLUTIONS
(Average for Orders Considered)
CONFIG	 RUN MATRIX ORDER RMS CD CRO CRN V MANGE
(sec) x105 x107 (mph)
BASE	 7 1521 1-5 1.31 2.71 164 404 60-16
7 405 1-5 1.19 2.70 166 400 60-16
9 1521 1-5 2.76 3.63 47 633 54-26
9 405 1-6 3.08 3.20 40 692 54-26
10 1521 1-4 2.68 2.32 95 600 52-24
10 405 1-2 2.55 2.25 90 625 52-24
26 1521 1 3.68 2.69 94 477 59-29
26* 405 1-6 3.42 3.12 110 380 59-29
26 405 1-2 0.74 2.80 150 360 59-29
27 1521 1-2 4.66 2.40 120 380 47-19
27 405 1-4 5.02 2.10 103 488 47-19
Assumed Values 2.2 2.8 130 480 60-16
BASE'	 1 1521	 1-7 2.47 2.47 180 580 50-10
3 1521	 1-6 1.98 3.22 200 420 52-17
3 405	 1-6 1.90 3.40 207 433 52-17
LAssumed Values 2.1 3.0 196 478 52-10
f
C
i
*	 Includes RR Oscil
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TALLE 5	 (Continued)
RRCDRR SOLUTIONS
(Average for Orders Considered)
CONFIG	 RUN MATRIX ORDER RMS CD CRO CRN V RANGE
(sec) x105 x107 (mph)
HI DRAG	 22 1521 1-5 1.64 3.15 92 468 54-28
22 405 1-10 1.93 3.77 117 310 54-28
22 * 1521 1-2 1.51 3.60 100 370 54-28
23 1521 1-2 5.14 3.52 115 420 44-21
23 405 1-12 3.74 3.78 78 508 44-21
24 1521 1-5 2.72 3.72 122 260 58-29
24 405 1-6 2.74 3.57 120 283 58-29
25 1521 7 8.30 2.80 180 260 36-13
25 405 7 7.19 3.20 160 300 36-13
Assumed Values 3.7 3.7 110 320 55-21
HEAVY 11 1521 1-4 3.86 1.85 40 440 55-38
11 405 1-4 3.15 1.32 -25 562 55-38
12 1521 1-5 3.86 2.30 20 436 65-48
12 1053 1-7 1.55 1.99 -178 804 65-48
13 1521 1-4 2.71 2.70 55 320 68-49
13 405 1-4 2.50 2.74 72 288 68-49
14 1521 1-7 10.Q2 2.38 277 -208 48-31
14 405 1-7 11.58 2.47 263 -179 48-31
Assumed Values 3.0 2.6 50 350 69-481
BOX
	 20 1053 1-5 1.27 2.21 -19 463 59-37
20 1521 1-4 1.54 2.46 15 340 59-37
LAS- Values 1.4 2.3 -6 413 60-371
Later data reduction performed (9-9-83)
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TABLE 5 (Continued)
P.RCDRR SOLUTIONS
(Average for Orders Considered)
CONFIG RUN MATRIX ORDER RMS CD CRO CRN V RANGE
(sec) x105 x107 (mph)
HEAVY 16 1521 1-2 0.42 2.00 105 90 68-43
BOX
16 1521 5 0.80 2.08 120 100 68-43
16* 1521 5 0.65 2.25 122 68 68-43
16* ** - - 2.25 95 113 68-43
17 1521 1 0.53 1.60 50 260 57-33
17 1521 4 0.50 2.08 100 100 57-33
17* 1521 2-6 1.24 2.19 80 132 57-33
17 405 1 0.47 2.84 110 0 57-33
Assumed Values 0.7 2.2 105 130 69-33
LOCO 18 1521 1-7 1.40 1.13 104 314 63-31
18 225 1-7 1.59 1.23 117 243 63-31
19 1521 1-7 1.81 1.1.0 145 240 44-11
19 225 1-7 2.34 1.52 176 7 44-11
29 1521 1-7 1.79 1.44 171 160 65-32
29 225 1-7 1.84 1.40 160 200 65-32
Assumed Values 1.7 1.4 160 210 65-11^
LOCO-Rev 30 1521 1-7 0.92 0.96 151 194 65-33
30 225 1-7 1.14 0.83 134 29"; 65-33
Assumed Values 1.0 0.9 160 210 65-33
I
*	 Later data reduction performed (9-9-83)
**	 From CTotal vs.V analysis
ti _^_
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Fig. 1	 Reflective Target
Mounted on Ties
^. Close-up of Sensor 	 !	 ;.ocation of Sensor Near Rear
Step of Locomotive
Fig. 2 Light Transmitter-Receiver Sensor
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Ur }.,; QUALIFY
Computer with Internal
Electronic Clock
et	 . a
'g. 6	 Typical Views Along Test Segment of Track
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Fig. 5	 Wind Annemometers:
At Wayside and on Test Car (inset)
a. Looking West from Data Station 18
b. Looking East from Data Station 18
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CONSIST MAKE-UP
CONSIST CONSIST MAKE-UP NO.	 OF LENGTH WEIGHT TONS
I.D. ELEMENTS (ft) (tons) AXLE.
(avg)
LOCO L 1 59 130 32.5
BASE' L+T+B+B+B+B+F+F+F+F+F+C 12 626 537 11.2
BASE L+T+B+B+B+B+F+F+F+F+C 11 586 507 11.5
HEAVY L+T+B+B+B+B+F+F+F+F+C 11 574 906 20.6
HI DRAG L+T+F+B+F+B+F+B+F+B+C li 586 507 11.2
BOX L+T+B+B+B+B+C 7 415 407 14.5
HVY BOX L+T+A+B+R+B+C 7 401 578 20.6
FREIGHT-B 3L+40TOFC+C 46 4100 3574 19.4
FREIGHT-C 3L+46TOFC+C 50 4284 3725 18.6
APPROXIMATE
WEIGHT LENGTH
(tons) (ft)
L 4-AXLE LOCOMOTIVE #E 3838 130 59
L 6-AXLE LOCOMOTIVE 189 68
T AT&SF TEST CAR	 #83 85 77
B EMPTY BOX CAR 41 59
B LOADED BOX CAR 83 55
F EMPTY FLAT CAR 25 42
F LOADED FLAT CAR 82 43
C CABOOSE 29 43
TOFC TRAILERS ON FLAT CARS 47-75 89
:I
F-g. 8 Description of Train Consists Tested
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a.	 Base (Loaded flat cars in inset)
b. Hi Drag
Fig. 9	 Typical Test Train Consists
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Fig. 10	 Time versus Distance of Coasting Train
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Fig. 11 Speed versus Distance of Coasting Train 	 I
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a. FLOW DIAGRAM FOR
*ITERATE TO GET SPEEDS CLOSE TO EXPERIMENTAL VALUES
Fig. 12 Computer Programs
r
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b. EXPLANATION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS
I.D.	 PURPOSE
RRCST	 Calculates hypothetical coast-down histories including force and power of
mechanical and aerodynamic resistances.
RRDELV	 Calculates correction velocity increments to time-distance slope values of
velocity (LV). Includes corrections for point and distributed mass
assumptions as well as any difference in corresponding grade scheaules.
RRVELC
	
Calculates (infers) experimental velocity at each data station from
measured time-distance data using correction velocity increments.
RUNRES	 Determines total running resistance history on a station-by-station
basis. Also, estimates rolling (mechanical) resistance as a function of
aerodynamic drag coefficient.
RRCDRR	 Determines best triad sets of values for total running resistance
coefficients: C
RO' C
RN' CD' (A, B, C of generic Equation)*
* Running Resistance - Weight x ( CRO + CRN x Vel) + ^. P V 2 C 
D 
A (JPL Equation)
Running Resistance - A + BV + CV  (Generic Equation)
Fig. 12 [Cont.]
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Typical Running Resistance Histories
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